Introduction
Multi-sensor data/information fusion is a rapidly maturing technology, concerning the problem of combining data/information from multiple sensors to serve different applications. It is a core component of all networked sensing systems, which is used either to:
-Join/combine complementary information produced by sensors to obtain a more complete picture or -Reduce/manage uncertainty by using sensor information from multiple sources. Several end applications including environment monitoring, automatic target detection and tracking, battlefield surveillance, remote sensing, etc. depend critically upon data/information fusion [37] . Traditional data/information fusion solutions are designed to work with dedicated sensor and information sources.
Emerging technologies like wireless sensor networks [1] , standards enabled legacy sensors [20, 21] , ubiquitous computing and communication systems [2, 3] and all internet protocol (IP) next generation networks [4] are leading to a new paradigm where sensors can be treated as a shared infrastructure and a common resource with an ability to serve multiple simultaneous data/information fusion applications concurrently. This is in stark contrast to the dedicated sensor, computing and communicating infrastructure serving a specific data/information fusion application. There has been significant progress in dealing with shared computing and communication resources [19] . However, little has been done in regards to treating sensor resources also as a shared resource. Thus, the traditional data/information fusion models, methods, middleware and techniques need to be enhanced/modified to work with sensors that are part of a shared infrastructure. In this paper, we introduce a new paradigm of data/information fusion -the opportunistic information fusion (OIF) paradigm -to handle such multi-purpose sensor networks and services. In addition, we identify several challenges and propose innovations to realize such next generation information fusion systems.
The paper is organized as follows after introduction in section 1, section 2 proposes a new OIF model derived from the well established JDL Model. Section 3, reviews the recently proposed IEEE P1451/TEDS sensor standards and proposes enhancements to support the OIF services. Section 4 proposes new methods of fusing information modeled using heterogeneous uncertainty measures and section 5 proposes opportunistic middleware solutions that can enable the development and deployment of secure, context aware, scalable, flexible and heterogeneous OIF applications. Section 6 illustrates the potential of OIF paradigm using a couple of practical applications. Finally, section 7 concludes the paper and its contributions. opportunistic services to multiple applications at the same time and deliver new, non-zero sum benefits of information fusion.
The New OIF Model
In the traditional data/information fusion Joint Director of Laboratories (JDL) model is the most popular model in use -especially in the defense applications [5, 6] . The model breaks down the data fusion processes into five levels ranging from (0-4) consisting of sensor specific signal processing, object refinement [7] and its relevance can be establishment for the application using the sensors self identification capabilities. Until recently self identification was not an in-built feature in sensors. However, recently, a new standard [20, 21, 22] promoted by the IEEE instrumentation and measurement working group, enables sensors to have self identification capability. These standards are reviewed and enhancements are proposed in the next section. The OIF model provides a framework for the development of data fusion systems, however, fundamentally, information fusion is carried out mathematically at alf levels of information fusion via some kind ofuncertain reasoning framework. One ofthe most successful data fusion techniques is Bayesian data fusion that operates at almost all levels of data fusion. This technique is briefly introduced here and highlights a key requirement of the continued success of this approach in the networked sensing context. Let AtjIj,Y2.,. k=-t)(Y2t).; I (XIt)1 At) (1) where p(t) is the prior distribution of 't' assumed by the application. The above formula of multiplying likelihoods pi (Yi I t) of individual sensors with the prior p(t) (and normalised using 6 ) is the so called Bayesian fusion rule [10] [20, 21] . TEDS contains the critical information needed by an instrument or measurement system to identify, characterize, interface and properly use the signal from the smart sensor. These key features are of great importance in the OIF context as they provide the sensors with self-identification capability on a sensor network. This self-identification capability is critical to opportunistic methods of sensor service discovery. TEDS utilizes the concept of templates as shown in the Table 2 that defines the specific properties for different sensor types. The Basic TEDS field has all the vital information like Manufacturers ID, sensor type etc that can enable context based sensor discovery. This research proposes to develop new methods of sensor service discovery by using the basic TEDS and user area information in conjunction with the contextual inputs to solve the relevant sensor discovery problem.
From the Bayesian Fusion rule it is evident that the likelihood information needs to be gathered from the sensors directly upon discovery. It is sometimes possible to approximate likelihood functions (uncertainty measures) from the available data from TEDS template using the Standard TEDS information (available in second field) along with the data generated by the sensor to serve the information fusion application. However, such derived functions are, at best, approximations and can lead to erroneous fusion results. As this is true sensor error characteristics and is the proprietary information of sensor manufacturer, it is better if it is a part of the standard and has it supplied directly by sensor suppliers/manufacturers as a part of standard TEDS template. As current approved standards do not incorporate such uncertainty descriptor functions, we propose the following modification to the standard TEDS field (showed in Bold in second field) to enable opportunistic information fusion. Here we demonstrate modeling fuzzy membership function using random set. To construct useful models of 0 one could use a fuzzy-set modeling process, in which ambiguity in the data z is modeled as a fuzzy membership function g(z) on measurement space. Let A be a uniformly distributed random number in [0,1]. Then the random subset 0 = Y-A(g)={z A < g (z)} contains the same information as the fuzzy model g(z). A similar approach has been shown to convert a basic belief mass assignment to a random closed set in [15, 16, 17] . However, such modeling has not yet been used to fuse information from multiple sensors where each sensor represents information in a different uncertainty measure.
We propose to use a basic methodology that will first convert the non-probabilistic uncertainty measure, like fuzzy membership function or basic belief mass assignment, into a closed random subset and instantiate the Bayesian Fusion approach to combine the data. One of the key questions that has not yet been answered in literature and which has direct implication on the use of these techniques of information fusion is the relationship between level of uncertainty in the closed random set representation and the level of uncertainty in the fuzzy membership or basic belief mass assignment. The Opportunistic Middleware Model
The OMM is to support Sensor Network (SN) solutions that are autonomic in nature, scalable, and flexible. The model should support autonomic computing [25, 27] that is characterized by a set of "self-x" properties such as: self-organizing, self-configuring, self-healing, self-protecting and self-optimizing along with aspects of context and situation awareness.
The proposed OMM aims to deliver software system framework that, apart from traditional middleware goals, attempts to achieve the following: * Computer resources and computational tools should be used to make information and interactions meaningful to end users and to provide mechanisms for context interpretation and awareness.
In contrast to the classical, adaptive, reflective and ad-hoc middleware models [29, 30, 31] adopted for architectures of most NS-based systems [28] the opportunistic middleware model is to promote notions of "negotiable connectivity", "right to reject" connections to undesirable nodes and "compromise on principles" to achieve mission critical goals. In contrast to ad-hoc concepts, the opportunistic middleware model is to support pro-active, goal-oriented behaviour that moderates prohibitive aspects of worst-case scenarios yet respecting individual and varying capabilities of network services, links and devices. Undesirable connections in the sensor based systems may relate to connections which are perceived as irrelevant/"non-contributive" to OIF, those which could potentially drain available resources (i.e. energy, bandwidth or computing power) or those perceived to be disruptive in context of achieving the mission that is being executed by the system. These selective and adaptive connectivity measures/policies built-in the OMM allow a system to operate in self-defense mode scheme if such a need arise. In pessimistic scenarios, the connectivity policies would test for possible degradation of sensor services upon a new sensor connection (and use the "right to reject" or "compromise on principles" rules) while in optimistic scenarios, the policies could check for possible improvements when a new sensor connection opportunity occurs and "accept" the new element into its definition of "service". Alternatively, consensus policies (the "negotiable connectivity" rule), might be applied where scenario dichotomies are weighted for possible overall improvement or degradation in sensor services. OMM [31] . The popular deterministic PRST models may need to give way to probabilistic security models.
Emerging Applications of OIF
A couple of example applications where OIF can add significant value are presented below.
Homeland Security
When tracking suspected criminals or law breakers the law enforcement would like to deploy adequate resources to monitor, identify, capture and detain the subjects. However, most of the current solutions do not consider bring the already deployed sensors to service the task. Consider a scenario where a subject is tracked well it hits a shopping complex. It is not unusual that in such built environments it is much easier to hide and avoid capture. However, if the already installed sensors are assumed to TEDS enabled and are part of an accessible network (most of the installed cameras are already on a network), it is very much possible to query these sensors in an opportunistic manner to obtain data of relevance to meet the objectives of capturing the subject.
Robot Obstacle Avoidance
The robotic obstacle avoidance is a critical portion ofrobotic path-planning. The basic concept is to use the opportunistic information available from already installed sensors in the environment in conjunction with the onboard sensor information to addressing the obstacle avoidance problem. As shown in figure -3 & 4 , robot seeks the depth ofobstacle. As its onboard sensors are insufficient to provide it, the robot pings to the next generation, all IP back bone network to obtain a complementary view from the already installed security camera, which resolves its problem. The fused information is appropriate in providing a more accurate and elegant solution to the path-panning problem. 
